Multiply to ???, but add up to ???

1. What are 2 numbers that multiply to make 16, but add up to 10?
2. What are 2 numbers that multiply to make 14 but add up to 15?
3. What are 2 numbers that multiply to make 20 but add up to 12?
4. What are 2 numbers that multiply to make 30 but add up to 11?
5. What are 2 numbers that multiply to make 18 but add up to 11?
6. What are 2 numbers that multiply to make 28 but add up to 16?
7. What are 2 numbers that multiply to make 36 but add up to 13?
8. What are 2 numbers that multiply to make 16 but add up to -8?
9. What are 2 numbers that multiply to make 100 but add up to -29?
10. What are 2 numbers that multiply to make 18 but add up to -9?
11. What are 2 numbers that multiply to make 3 but add up to -4?
12. What are 2 numbers that multiply to make -10 but add up to 3?
13. What are 2 numbers that multiply to make -6 but add up to -1?
14. What are 2 numbers that multiply to make -15 but add up to 2?
15. What are 2 numbers that multiply to make -20 but add up to 8?